Conserve Built Heritage

Further steps for a distinctive and endearing home
The newly formalised Heritage Impact Assessment (HIA) framework will see the heritage community,
industry professionals and the public be more heavily involved in shaping plans for a future city that is
endearing and distinctive.
Find out more

Keeping up with Kampong Gelam
Local businesses, institutions, landlords and
residents have come together to form the
Kampong Gelam Alliance (KGA for short) to find
new ways to refresh the precinct while preserving
its rich heritage. You are invited to share your
visions for Kampong Gelam in a public engagement
session later this year!
Follow KGA's Facebook page to keep up to date
on the latest happenings

Plan Our Future SG

Technology, data and urban
planning
Did you know that we have been tapping into 3D
modelling technology and big data analytics in our
urban planning work since the 2000s? These tools
help us develop better plans that improve our
living environment and residents' daily lives.
Learn more

Join the next phase of our LongTerm Plan Review
Join us for the Phase 3 Round-Up Dialogues of our
Long-Term Plan Review! We have gathered a wide
range of ideas through two phases of the public
engagement exercise and are now set to share
with the public possible long-term land use
strategies developed based on your earlier
feedback.
Register now

Go Car-Lite
Increasing connectivity
underground
Getting around City Hall, rain or shine, is now
easier, with a new pedestrian underpass
connecting City Hall MRT and Funan Mall.
Underground spaces such as this not only provide
easier accessibility, but also free up more spaces
above ground for community uses and greenery.
Find out more

Shape a Distinctive City

Urban strategies from an awardwinning city
Congratulations to Vienna, the latest city to be
awarded the Lee Kuan Yew World City Prize! Since
its launch in 2010, the Prize honours outstanding
cities that have created liveable, vibrant and
sustainable urban communities around the world.
Learn more about Vienna's key strategies

Behind the screens
There is more than meets the eye with some of
these distinctive building facades. Find out how
our urban design guidelines have helped to shape
our iconic skyline, and the unique cityscape that
you can explore on foot.
Check them out

Enliven Public Spaces

Vote for your favourite SPARK
Challenge creations
The latest batch of installations by the URA-REDAS
SPARK Challenge finalists is ready. Catch them at
various locations across Singapore and vote for
your favourite ideas that spark conversations and
connections in our public spaces.
Vote here

Rest and recharge in the Civic
District
There are plenty of spots around the Civic District
to take a breather and enjoy the views! From seats
with waterfront views to shady spots in front of
historic buildings, check out some of our favourite
public spaces in the heart of our arts, cultural and
lifestyle precinct.
See more
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